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ISLO #1 The African American Experience - Graduates demonstrate an understanding of the foundational social, political, economic, and cultural role African Americans played in the development of the United States.

HI 130 African American History (3)

ISLO #2 Faith - Graduates are able to articulate knowledge of Christian traditions and values, and apply this knowledge to analyze the faith commitments in other world religions.

RELI 110 Understanding Faith (3)

ISLO #3 Reasoning - Graduates are able to reason, analyze, and think critically to solve complex problems quantitatively and scientifically in their professional and personal life.

MAT 131, 132, 134 courses (6)
BI 131 / 141 General Biology (3)
ES 130 Intro to Environmental Science (3)

ISLO #4 Moral and Ethical Judgment - Graduates are able to clearly articulate and apply their knowledge of ethics and aesthetic values, particularly in terms of a study of social justice, to determine and defend actions which improve our society.

Ethics course (2)

ISLO #5 Knowledge of Human Cultures - Graduates are able to analyze, compare, and assess the values, arts, social structures, and material practices of world cultures.

Intro to Social Science (3)
Fine Arts & Humanities course (3)

ISLO #6 Literacy and Communication - Graduates are able to use technology to gather and evaluate information in order to interpret and communicate complex ideas using written, oral, and visual media. Graduates are able to use digital environments to communicate and work collaboratively.

EN 131 English I (3)
EN 132 English II (3)
Modern Languages (6)
SC 230 Intro to Effective Oral Communication (2)

ISLO #7 Leadership, Service & Entrepreneurship - Graduates demonstrate true servant-leadership in keeping with Dr. Mary McLeod Bethune's imperative that students "enter to learn and depart to serve." Graduates have vision, strategic planning and collaboration skills to translate ideas into action and to promote the growth and well-being of people and communities to which they belong.

FC 110 Freshman Seminar I (1) – Service
FC 111 Freshman Seminar II (1) – Transition to Major
Sophomore Seminar (1) – Leadership
Junior Seminar (1) – Entrepreneurship
PE 113 Health and Wellness (1) / TAB 103 Dance Seminar (1)